**Enhanced quality**

Using the technology Noritsu has developed over the years as a leader in silver halide printing, the QSS Green II delivers a level of quality that exceeds all expectations.

**High grade ink that produces long lasting colors**

The QSS Green II uses high grade ink designed to last for years. However, the image quality in the QSS Green II has been improved. The high grade inks are made with organic and metallic dyes for vivid, long lasting colors.

**High quality prints from raw image files**

Noritsu DNP conversion technology ensures prints look like E2 prints. A Noritsu DNP conversion image enhancement technology that looks at the original image data and enhances the print. This technology allows you to print the original image exactly as it was captured.

**Optimize the image with E2 Controller**

In addition to serving the important role of system operation software, E2 Controller also provides high resolution image data conversion. This feature allows for high quality prints even when printing from a variety of image file formats, including JPEG, TIFF, and PDF images.
Enhanced value

With the QSS Green 3's wide variety of print services, you can provide new ways for people to enjoy their photos.

Paper Advantage

A wide variety of paper -

With more pages to choose from, the QSS Green 3 increases the range of value-added products you can offer. Rigid rigid prints, display prints, photo books and many other unique value-added products are all possible with this versatile machine.

Enlargements / Panoramas

The QSS Green 3 can create enlargements in sizes of 10x12", 12x16", 16x20" and beyond. You can create photo albums, panoramic prints and even photo boards such as photo prints, display prints, and cutouts. With this versatile machine, you can do it all.

Enhanced productivity

With its high capacity and labor-saving features, the QSS Green 3 has what photo retailers need.

High Performance

High capacity enabling a steady turnover

The QSS Green 3's high capacity enables steady turnover with a maximum of 405 prints per hour, or 950 prints per day. Even with this huge capacity, you can still achieve top shelf print quality.

Print Size Advantage

Dual magazine system supporting a countless variety of print sizes

This duel magazine system creates the flexibility you need to support a wide range of print sizes. It enables you to load up to 4 color rolls (200m or 520m x 17" inch) and provides a secondary inkroll "b" machine to support one time runs of other paper sizes.

Print Area Advantage

The QSS Green 3 offers a print area of 105.9 x 60mm (2.3" x 2.3"). This means you can print full bleed images or create a wide variety of custom designs.

Easy to use, easy on your wallet, and easy on the environment

The QSS Green 3 is easy to use and easy on your wallet. It is energy efficient and environmentally friendly. It can print at a cost of 1.3/8 inch (35mm) and a save 1/5/8 inch (22mm) width which is more than enough for most photo businesses.